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Reagan
hopeful
for Geneva
arms talks
UNITED NATIONS, N.Y.
(AP) — President Reagan told
the U.N. General Assembly on
M onday “ the ice of the
negotiating
stalemate
could
break’’ during the current round
of Geneva arms talks with the
Soviet Union.
Although Reagan said “ a pall
has been cast’’ over U.S.-Soviet
rela tio n s by the N icholas
Daniloff affair, he did not sug
gest the case would stand in the
way of progress toward reducing
both medium-and long-range nu
clear weapons.
Referring to the FBI’s arrest
of a Soviet employee of the Unit
ed Nations accused of spying for
the Kremlin, Reagan said:
“ Misusing the United Nations
for purposes of espionage does a
g ra v e d is s e rv ic e to th is
organization. The world expects
better.’’
Reagan’s speech used stern
words to criticize the Soviets, not
only for their treatment of
Daniloff, an American journalist
arrested in Moscow, but also for
their treatment of civilians in
Soviet-occupied Afghanistan and
their insistence on supporting
Marxist-Leninist insurrections.
Soviet
Foreign
M inister
Eduard A. Shevardnadze listen
ed to Reagan’s address, making
notes without signaling any
emotion.
An adm inistration official,
briefing reporters about the
speech on condition he not be
identified, said that after Reagan
received a letter Friday from
Soviet leader Mikhail S. Gor
bachev, he asked that the speech
be reviewed to “ make sure the
tone was not nasty.’’
But Reagan cited Daniloff’s
arrest and his subsequent con
finement to Moscow on spy
charges as “ a particularly
disturbing example of Soviet
transgressions against human
rights.’’

By F lo y d J o n e s
staff Writer

Screams and cheers of success
from Week of Welcome Group 17
bounced off the walls of the
wooden stall. They had suc
cessfully lugged a phony case of
beer and themselves over a ninefoot wall and across a washedout bridge that lied over murky
waters.
Next door, another group had
been caught by police while
sneaking a radio out of a friend’s
house. They were to cross the
family pool with a ladder and
scale a wall without the parents
hearing. Unfortunately, time ran
out and they were left stranded
over the dirty, green water.
These scenarios and others
were given to WOW groups
Tuesday and Thursday at the
Army reserve center. Camp San
Luis Obispo. It’s called the
leadership reaction course. As
the name implies, the course is
used in Army ROTC training to
evaluate leadership. Senior Cadet
Brad Dreyer, a military science
junior at Cal Poly, said that
when ROTC cadets go through
the course they are given
military scenarios rather than
those put to WOW groups. When
the military goes through the
course it’s serious business, “ but
for WOWies it’s just fun,’’ said
Dreyer.
Before they jump right in and
start climbing walls, crawling
through drainpipes and lying
boards across cement stumps
sticking out of the water, groups
have time to think through the
objective. Then the stopwatch
starts ticking.
After a group completes one
See W O W , back page
Beth Barker of WOW Group 100
hangs precariously over murky
water. For more photos of Week of
Welcome, see page 5.

Forum gets new director

Lectures to trace changes

IN A WORD

By S tep h en R . Ju rsa
mel»ll»flu*ous — flowing or sweetened with
honey; sweetly flowing.

staff Writer

The 1986-1987 School of Liberal Arts lecture series has a new direc
tor and plans to move in new directions this academic year.
Robert Inchausti, an English professor, was selected by the liberal
arts lecture series committee to succeed Diane Michelfelder as direc
tor. The new series is titled “ New Directions in the Arts and
Humanities’’ and will focus on changes in those disciplines in a
technological age.
Inchausti worked with Michelfelder on last year’s lecture series
and is familiar with the tasks of his new post. “ Basically, it’s my job
See LECTURE, page 9

Cal Poly faced obstacles
and growing pains as
the first four Cal Poly
presidents shaped Its
future. See page 7.

WEATHER
Wednesday will be partly cloudy, with highs in
the mid-70s. There will be an afternoon breeze of
10 mph. Lows in the mid-40s.
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W hat’s your biggest fear
about coming to Cal Poly?

It’s not a matter of life or death

Danny
Bryant, aeronautical
engineering freshman:
Finances. I’m worried about
paying for all four years, but if I
get past that first quarter I’ll be
all right.

Ever since the movement got underway to
recall Chief Justice Rose Bird from the
California Supreme Court, a nagging ques
tion has been lingering in the backs of our
minds. Does this rabid anti-Bird stance real
ly stem from a desire to see the death penal
ty enforced?
W e, realize the death penalty is an emo
tional issue. The intense desire for retribu
tion, and perhaps revenge, is easily
understandable. However, the death penalty
can only be imposed if certain constitutional
requirements are met. As anyone who has a
high school civics class knows, the Constitu
tion is the law of the land.
Each time the Bird court has reversed the
death penaly, it has found a conflict with the
California Constitution. If the anti-Bird
forces were really concerned about the im-

Marcia Kingsbury, environmen
tal engineering freshman:
That
I nai I1 wouldn’t
wuuiuii i know
Miuw any
body,
ody, and wouldn’t mak(
make any
friends.

15Ï.

Kathy Tamanaha, civil engineer
ing freshman:
Meeting new people and get
ting adjusted to a new way of
living.

Glenn Abisia, electrical engineer
ing freshman:
That it’s far from home. I’m
from Benicia.
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position of the death penalty, perhaps their
time would be better spent attempting to
change the law.
We don’t believe a coalition of conser
vatives has raised $5 million to see the death
penalty enforced. This support for the death
penalty is being used by the coaltion, which
wishes to place its own men on the court.
The Bird court has often been a thorn in
the side of many of the people who make up
the conservative coalition — some big
businessmen in the state. Many of the
court’s decisions, such as increasing in
dustrial safety standards, have cost the
businessmen a great deal of money.
If Californians vote to recall Chief Justice
Bird, executions may be carried out if the
new judges do not strictly interpret •the law.
But one thing is certain: some fat cats will be
laughing all the way to the bank.

Pardon me, do you know where...?
The beginning of fall quarter
always finds befuddled freshmen,
maps in hand, wandering about
campus in search of their classes.
But no matter how many times it
seems like you’ve passed that
same building, don’t give up. It’s'
true, the campus map is only
useful from an aerial view or if
you already know your way
around. But don’t throw the map
away, you can always use it to
cover your head when it rains.
And no matter how much
trouble you have, just remember,
your first week will be easy com
pared to mine.
Having transferred here from
another California State campus
as a senior, I refused to be seen
waving a map around like a
freshman. (Sorry freshmen, but
you’ll know what I mean in
about a month.) So 1 set out to
find my first class, map conceal
ed in the palm of my hand, to
building Number 8.
Why journalism history would
be taught in the Agricultural
E ngineering
B uilding
was
beyond me. And when the 10
students in the room began talk
ing about the cheese class they
took last quarter, I knew I was in
the wrong place. 1 know most
majors have broad curricula, but
I couldn’t see the connection be
tween cheese and the mass
media.

REPORTER’S
NOTEBOOK
Pamela Varma
It turns out there are two
building 8’s. Why number the
buildings, which by the way al
ready have names, then give the
same number out twice? I still
can’t figure that logic.
The second building Number 8
also had the room number 1 was
looking for but the door was
blocked by a teacher sitting on a
tractor describing its intricacies
to his students. I refused to be
lieve that the Los Angeles Times
requires its reporters to be train
ed on tractors, so 1 left.
Luckily I bumped into a
janitor who knew that the build
ing 1 was looking for was indeed
on the map, just across from the
Welding Shop (58) and right next
to the Machine Shop (36). I
checked my map and sure
enough, there it was. No number
on it, just a little black box on
the map. I should have known.
Next I had to go to the Science
Building, which looked to be the
largest structure on campus.
Strangely enough, the Science
Building is only labeled on one
side, and not on the five or six
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sides I passed by repeatedly.
Another demerit for the planning
department.
1 went up the hill and asked
someone where to find this in
visible monstrosity. He told me
he’d been here for four years and
couldn’t really tell me where the
Science Building was, but' at
least he wished me good luck.
Eventually I found a faculty
member who sent me in the right
direction, but as soon as 1 sat
down in a chair, class was
dismissed. I was mortified. Can
you imagine telling a professor
that you missed an upper divi
sion class because you couldn’t
find the building?
I found my other classes
without a hitch, but finding my
car was an experience in itself.
Actually it was an hour-long
adventure — an hour and about
five miles of walking in circles.
By this time I was waving my
map around and I didn’t care
who saw it.
There are several morals to
this story. If you’re looking for a
building, go to the one with no
number on the map. If you need
directions don’t ask another stu
dent. And don’t be too quick to
rule out Tractor Science as a
support course.
Pamela Varma is a reporter for
Mustang Daily, and now rarely
gets lost.
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Six are killed in Soviet hijacking
MOSCOW (AP) — Two men seized a Soviet airliner at a Ural
mountains airport in an aborted weekend hijacking in which the
two gunmen, two passengers and two policemen were killed,
Tass said Monday. It said the men were drug addicts.
The official news agency said that before commandeering the
Tu-134 Aeroflot plane, with 76 passengers aboard early Satur
day, the hijackers shot and killed two police officers during a
car chase to the airport.
The thwarted hijacking occurred at the airport in Ufa, capital
of Bashkir autonomous republic, about 700 miles east of
Moscow. The plane apparently never left the ground before it^
was stormed and retaken by security agents.
Details were not complete, but Tass said “ two armed
criminals” whom it identified as N.R. Mantsev and S.V.
Yagmurzhi were chased through the city of Ufa toward the air
port in a taxicab they had seized.
At the airport, Mantsev and Yagmurzhi stormed aboard the
Tu-134, which was bound from Kiev to the city of Nizhnevar
tovsk, Tass said.

East-W est agreement adopted
STOCKHOLM, Sweden (AP) — A 35-nation conference on
Monday formally adopted the first East-West security agree
ment since SALT II, and diplomats said it could be a step
toward improved superpower relations.
The conference did not deal with actual disarmament or nu
clear weapons. Its goal was to reduce the risk of a military sur
prise attack or conventional war breaking out by
misunderstanding in Europe.
Delegates toasted the agreement with champagne, ending 32
months of prolonged deliberations among the United States,
Canada, the Soviet Union and all European countries except
Albania.
The accord is politically binding and when ratified will come
into force Jan. 1, 1987.
Agreement was reached late Sunday when Soviet and U.S.
negotiators compromised on arrangements for notification,
observation and on-site inspection of military maneuvers.
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notables
□ Three Cal Poly support staff
members were, given recognition
as “ outstanding staff” at the
opening session of the universi
ty’s annual fall conference.
James R. Landreth, vice presi
dent of business a ffa irs ,
Geraldine Montgomery of the
biological sciences department,
and Vicki Stover of the budget
office were honored for their ex
tra service and dedication.
Landreth served as director of
business affairs for almost 15

years before assuming his pres
ent title and duties. He has been
at Cal Poly since 1957.
Montgomery is a clerical assis
tant who joined the biological
sciences department staff in
1974.
Stover joined the financial
operations department at Cal Po
ly in 1969. She is currently an
associate budget officer for the
university.
Recipients were given certifi
cates and checks for $300, made
possible by the Cal Poly Alumni
Association.
□ Jam es A. Rodger was
recently named head of the con-

struction management depart
ment, succeeding David R. Pierce
Jr. Rodger has been a member of
the faculty since 1976.
Rodger assumed the post at
the beginning of summer
quarter. He served two 14-month
stints as interim department
head, in 1978-79 and 1980-81.
The appointment was made by
G. Day Ding, dean of architec
ture and environmental design,
with the concurrence of Cal Poly
President Warren Baker.
The deadline fo r contributions to
Notables is noon Friday.
A
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LigHting the ^ire'
College Night BBQ
An opportunity for new & returning
students to meet each other, facuity,
staff and church members

This Sunday, September 28
5 p.m. at
First Presbyterian Church
Comer of Marsh & Morro Streets
(Downtown near the Post Office)

Students: $1.00
SUNDAY SERVICES
Informal Worship: 8:30 a.m.
College/Adult Classes: 9:40 p.m.
Traditional Worship: 11:00 a.m.

Pastor: Dr. Jack Springer
Director of Youth Ministries: Tim Boyer
Campus Pastor: David Smiley
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Hiring college grads is something the
Army has always done. And lately, we’ve
been doing a lot more o f it.
In fact, last year alone nearly 7,000
college grads chose to begin their future as
Arm y officers.
Why? Some wanted the opportunity
to develop valuable leadership and manage
ment skills early in their career.
Others were impressed with the amount
o f responsibility we give our officers starting
out. And still more liked the idea o f serving
their country around the world.
Interested? Then you can start preparing

University Christian Center,
1468 Foothill Blvd., 544-33710

Call the Church for More Info; 543-5451

Call or Visit Maj. Larry Stayton
546-2371, Rm 115, Dexter Hall

for the job right now, with Army ROTC.
R O T C is a college prowam that trains
you to become an Army officer. By helping
you develop your leadership and manage
ment ability.
Enrolling can benefit your immediate
future, too. Through scholarships and other
financial aid.
So the next time you’re thinking about
job possibilities, think about the one more
recent college graduates chose last year than
any other.
For more information, contact the Pro
fessor o f Military Science on your campus.

ARMYROTC.
BEAUVOUCAMBE.
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Lesbian sues
governm ent
over transfer

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — A
woman who spent 12 years
screening Defense Department
security clearances, and asking
some applicants if they were
homosexual, filed suit Monday
challenging her transfer, which
was ordered because she is a les
bian.

Jean Kovalich said in the U.S. ‘
District Court suit that her
transfer from a civilian super
visor’s job with the Defense In
vestigative Service would violate
her constitutional rights, gov
ernment regulations and a 1973
federal court injunction against
discrimination.

The suit said the DIS ordered
the transfer solely “ to prevent
embarrassment’’ and has never
explained why Kovalich’s sexual,
orientation or lifestyle made her
unfit to be an investigator.
Her demotion by one civil ser
vice grade in February was
reversed this month by DIS.
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I f you w a n t d ie d d n g servke
so good^id guaranteed
w e w a n t the jo b .
If you’re lookingfor a bank close
to campus with ATMs wherever
you happen to go, check into Bank
of America. You’ll get California’s
most convenient checking account
for as low as $2.50 per month,
and something m ore—a mone^fback guarantee on service.

We’re so sure you’ll be satisfied
with B of. A s service, that if you’re
not—for any reason—and close
your account within the first six
m onths—just ask, and we’ll refund
the monthly service charges
you’ve paid.
Stop by the conveniently

located B of A branch near your
campus and see a Customer Service
Representative for complete
details.
So if you want service so good
it’s ^ a ra n te e d , plus more branches
and ATMs than any other bank,
you want Bank of America.

Bank off Am erica
We want the job™
Bank of America NT61SA

Member FDIC

This offer applies only to personal checking accounts opened prior to December 31,1986 and does not cover charges for overdrafts, rejected items, and other account-related services.
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Cal Poly Presidents:
Dreams that shaped a university
B y G w en D a w k in s
Staff Writer

al Poly’s reputation as a
fine university excelling in
e n g in e e rin g
an d
a g ric u ltu re
is
w ell-know n
throughout the country. But the
school wasn’t always on such
stable ground. In fact, there have
been moments when its very ex
istence was threatened.
The school’s beginnings and
progress are the result of the
hard work and sacrifices of many
people, and the guidance of a few
who established the direction the
school would go.
Buried deep in dusty books,
yellowed newspapers and old*
documents are the controversies
and dreams reflected in the eyes
of a dozen men.
It is from visions seen through
the eyes of each school president,
one by one, that Cal Poly has
become what it is today.
Leroy Anderson, the first
director (as presidents were then
called) of Cal Poly, was chosen to
lead the way in this educational
pioneering trek.
In the school’s first annual
catalogue of May 1903, Ander
son stated the basis on which the
school was founded: “ The School
aims to supply a need which is
felt not only in California, but
also in every other state of the
Union. That need is for an in
stitution which will give boys
and girls training in the arts and
sciences which deal peculiarly
with country life — the life of the
home, the farm, the orchard, the
dairy and the sheep. In this
present day, when science is do
ing so much to unravel the
mysteries concerning plant and
animal life, it is important that
the state provide a school where
the facts and principles unfolded
by science can be demonstrated

C

to the boy and girl who will
return to their home and make
its life more attractive, more
liveable and more renumerative.’’
From the beginning, Anderson
stressed Cal Poly must be dif
ferent. He said, “ The school is
affiliated with nothing, it de
pends on no institution to
prepare its students, it prepares
its students for no institution; it
simply tries to prepare them for
an active and industrial life.’’
Anderson spent his initial time
in office formulating the threeyear course of study for students
in one of three areas: agriculture,
mechanics or household arts.
Students entering the school
were required to have passed the
eighth grade and to be at least 15
years old. With the major educa
tional building mostly completed,
the tall, lean president greeted
three teachers and 14 students
on Sept. 30,1903.
The Andersons were regarded
by many students as second
parents. Anderson was fond of
talking with students. Mrs.
Anderson offered her advice as
well, between darning socks and
mending clothes.
When Anderson left Cal Poly
in 1908, he was satisfied with his
achievem ents. The prim ary
buildings were constructed, the
course of study outlined and
enrollment had increased seven
times since the opening year.
M ost
im p o r ta n tly ,
th e
philosophy of learning by doing,
which he so firmly believed, was
firmly adopted by the school.
l^roy Burns Smith, vice direc
tor under Anderson, became the
director of Cal Poly after Ander
son. He did not make any radical
changes in Anderson’s prelimi
nary work, just saw that the
work progressed. The student
body association was formed.

campus clubs began, agriculture
students began showing live
stock in fairs throughout the
state and limited housing became
available to female students.
Prior to this, women attending
Cal Poly lived with San Luis
Obispo families.
The first threats to Cal Poly
came in 1908 when the school’s
two water reservoirs nearly dried
up. For nearly one year water
could only be used sparingly on
campus.
Widespread
scarlet
See PRESIDENTS, page 8
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Robert Ryder

^knew

HUGE SAVINGS ON CALCULATORS
BQ ar

i

ElCbnoJ

We knew you couldn’t stay away.
That you spent all summer thinking about
organic chemistry and Kafl(a.
That’s why were stocked up with a
full selection of all members of the Apple*
Macintosh"* personal computer family.
Because whatever you’re going to be
doing in school this year, there’s a
Macintosh that can help you do it better.
From the enhanced Macintosh 512K
to the Macintosh Plus, students everywhere
have learned that working smarter and
doing better in school can be as easy as
pointing and clicking.
And one of our people will be happy to
show you the Macintosh system that’s best
suited to your needs and budget.
So welcome back.
Its been a long,
lonely summer.

BookslDie

,^)k’Omputer Inc .■\ff>leand the.■fppleloffotm n’^’Liteivdtrademarks of.ipple Cmputer. Inc Maemtosh w a triidemark (f McIntosh l/ihoratones and k
hemp usai with its expresspermission
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PRESIDENTS
From page 7
fever caused the school to be
tem porarily shut down in
December 1911. The water supp
ly was so bad again in 1912 that
the school almost had to close
completely.
To top it alt off, enrollment
took a big dip in 1912. Shortly
thereafter, Smith resigned and
was succeeded by the head of the
mechanical department in 1914.
Robert W. Ryder was the first
director with training and expe
rience in engineering. As enroll
ment steadily increased, a new
department was added. Courses
were reorganized into four divi
sions: agriculture, engineering/
mechanics, household arts and
the academic department. Tui

tion was reduced from $10 a
semester to $2 a semester.
Enrollment requirements were
raised, calling for students with
high scholastic records and writ
ten requests by parents for their
children’s admittance. Enroll
ment increased to nearly 200
students. A year and six months
after the United States entered
World War I, however, enroll
ment dropped a sudden 42 per
cent. This alarmed Ryder, and he
called a special assembly urging
students to complete their
educations. He pointed out that
the country needed trained
technicians. A total of 147 Cal
Poly students entered the war.
Disease hit the area hard
again. Ryder ordered Cal Poly

under
m ilitary
q u aran tin e
because of influenza. Students
were required to wear face masks
everywhere except in their
private rooms. Also, the city
threatened a hefty $50 fine to
anyone appearing in public
without a nose and mouth mask.
In addition, Ryder did not
have good relations with his
staff, and he was hit with the
problem of an extremely high
teacher turnover rate. Of 16 in
structors on staff at the beginn
ing of his term, only one remain
ed seven years later. In fall 1916,
70 percent of the teachers were
new, and half of the staff for fall
of 1919 had no previous teaching
experience.
At about this time, the

IF YOUR BOOKSTORE DOESNTT
CARRY SHARP CALCULATORa
CA LL AND COM PLAIN.

Sharp calculators are designed to be
first in their class.
O ur EL-533 financial calculator
for exam ple, has twenty m em o
ries com pared to just five for the
competition. So it lets you do
com plex calculations like dis
counted cash flow
analysis.
For those who
prefer lab coats to
pinstripes, th ere’s
our EL-506A scien
tific calculator. W ith
its ICKIigit display,
i ^
direct form ula entry
and 9 3 scientific func
tions, It m akes per■forming even the most
difficult calculations easy as pi.
And because It’s sleek, slim and
stylish, you’ll never look out of
step as science m arches on.
The fact Is, Sharp m akes all
kinds of ingenious little calcula
tors that can help get you
through college. And help you
pay for It.
Because unlike co lleg e...
they’re surprisingly affordable.

I

i

Calculators. Audio, A/V Equipment. Banking
Systems. Broadcast Cameras, Cash Registers.
Computers and Peripherals, Copiers. Electronic
Components, Electronic Typewriters. Facsimile,
Medical Products, Microwave Ovens, Televisions,
Vacuum Cleaners. Video Recorders 0 1986 Sharp
Electronics Corporation. Sharp Plaza. Mahwah, New
Jersey 07430

California Board of Control
badly-needed funds for repairs,
recommended Cal Poly be moved equipment, roads and new build
out of San Luis Obispo or ings. Enrollment increased to
discontinued. All of this was ap more than 200 students. Cal Poly
parently too much for Ryder to was able to buy livestock for the
first time since 1914. Ricciardi
take; he resigned.
The year 1921 brought many expected enrollment to reach
1,000 by the mid-1920s.
changes to Cal Poly. The Board
In 1923 however. Cal Poly suf
of Trustees was abolished and
the school was placed under the fered a setback from which it
State Director of Education. Cal almost did not recover. ThenPoly was then part of the governor Richardson advised the
school be turned over to some
California System of Education.
Nicholas Ricciardi succeeded other agency or used in some
Ryder and was given the new ti other way. Alumni and friends
rallied to save the campus. Their
tle of president.
Ricciardi made two major con efforts finally achieved the gran
tributions to Cal Poly. He ting of a $254,000 budget.
strengthened the school in voca Richardson then cut it to
tional guidance, and publicized $124,500. In the meantime, a
legislative committee was com
school activities statewide.
Ricciardi thought it was the missioned to determine whether
responsibility of the staff to train or not the campus should be
students for the vocations for allowed to continue operating.
which they were best suited. * Ricciardi estimated the school
Comprehensive counseling and could last one year on the reduc
testing was given to students to ed budget. Classes were cut back
determine their interests and drastically, most livestock was
probable success at particular sold and the staff was reduced to
fields. Advisers held daily con half. Following these setbacks,
ferences with students so they Ricciardi resigned.
Ricciardi’s
vice
president
were aware of the goals and ca
Margaret Chase became acting
pabilities of each student.
A series of short try-out president for the rest of the year.
classes were set up to give stu .She encouraged students to con
dents the opportunity to try tinue their regular activities as
much as possible in spite of con
various fields of training.
Ricciardi made appearances tinuing hardships.
Cal Poly had survived near
before parent-teacher associa
tions, mailed letters and attend extinction but the battle wasn’t
ed conventions promoting Cal over yet.
Tomorrow’s article will look at
Poly.
the
administrations o f other Cal
. The first part of his ad
ministration was clearly filled Poly presidents, including Ben
with optimism and expansion. jam in Crandall and Julian
The legislature appropriated McPhee.
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The UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO, in cooperation with
the National Center for Paralegal Training, offers an in
tensive post graduate 14 week day or 36 week eve
ning LAWYER’S ASSISTANT PROGRAM. This Program
will enable you to put your education to work as a
skilled member of the legal team.
• Specialties offered in the following fields:
Generalist
General Litigation

Civil Litigation
Corporations & Real Estate

• ABA Approved
• Internship
• Employment Assistance
For a free brochure about this career opportunity call
(619) 260-4579 or mail the coupon below to:
————

I ip A

U n iversity of^>an D ie g o

Room 318, Serra Hall

Lawyer’s Assistant Program

^^110

CAP
N a m e _________________________________________
Current
Address_________________________________________
City.

State.

-Zlp-

Current Phone #
FROM SHARP M IN D S
(X>ME SHARP PRODUCTS"

Permanent Phone # _______________________________
The University of San Diego does not discriminate on the basis of
race, sex, color, religion, age, national origin, ancestry, or handicap
in its policies and programs.
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Justice Bird target o f m istaken criticism

LECTURE
From page 1
to write letters to the various
guest speakers and finalize all
speaking arrangem ents,” Inchaustisaid. .
The lecture series originally
started as a forum to showcase
Cal Poly speakers but has since
been expanded to include
speakers from outside the cam
pus. “ This year most of the
speakers are from off campus,”
Inchausti said.
The keynote speaker of the
1986-1987 series will be Walter
Kapps, a professor of religious
studies at UC Santa Barbara
who will discuss “ Humanities
and the Conservative Revival”
on Oct. 2. All lectures in the
series will be held in Room 220 in

the University Union, and they
will begin at 11 a.m.
Other speakers include:
□ Eric Cans, professor in the
French department at UCLA,
who will speak Oct. 23 on
‘‘G enerative
A n th ro p o lo g y :
Toward a Human Science.”
□ Douglas Kellner, media ac
tivist and critic from the Univer
sity of Texas in Austin, will
speak Nov. 6 on “ Radical Media
Criticism and Activism.”
□ Bennet Ramberg, professor
of political science at UCLA, will
speak Nov. 20 on arms control
and its effect on international
relations.
All lectures are free, and open
to students, faculty and staff, as
well as the general public.

s^zm
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SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — A
group trying to oust Chief
Justice Rose Bird has circulated
a fund-raising leaflet claiming
the Bird court has made 15
previously condemned killers
eligible for release — an action
that was actually taken by her
predecessor.
An official of the anti-Bird
group was told after the fact that
the claim was mistaken, but said
the group had gotten the infor
mation in good faith and did not
plan to mail an amended
brochure.
“ All of t he c o n v i c t e d
murderers on this list could be
out and walking the streets as
free as you and me soon —
thanks to Rose Bird’s brand of
justice!” declares the brochure

that was mailed statewide last
month by the Law and Order
Campaign Committee, headed by
state Sen. H.L. Richardson, RGlendora.
The brochure contained an ap
peal for money for the committee’s campaign against Bird,

ncuuu
778 Marsh S t , San Luis Obispo
543-7252

invites You to Experience
the Most Professionai
Haircare in SLO

© u iriL iiir

Tickets $6 • Must be 21 or over
Two shows FrI. & Sat. 8 & 10 p.tn.
One Show Thurs. 9 p.m.

Barry

Diamond

Have Dinner at Wm. Randolph's and *The Jokers on Them

25%

=

All Services
Sept. 23-Oct. 31

Men e Women e Cuts
Highlighting e Cellophane e Colors
Perms e Body Waves e Black Hair Care

99

C o m p lim en tary Tickets A vailab le for Dining Patrons

u P M e n r^

Cruz Reynoso and
Joseph
Grodin, three of the six state
Supreme Court Justices on the
November ballot for voter reten
tion.
The list names 15 men, all of
whom had their sentences reduc
ed from death to life with parole.

Recently Remodeled

! f Septembers 25,26,27^J^gp|i
Frpzer Smith á ^arry Diairldftd
Frazer Smith
KLOS D.J.

9

Make Reservations Now - 543-3333 |

10% Off on Curis-Reiaxor

1850 Monterey St., San Luis Obispo |

BUY DIRECT
FROM S.L.O. FACTORY OUTLET

AND SAVES!!
•O ak Convertible Frames
& Platforms •
•Futons & Covers * ^

10% DISCOUNT
with valid student ID
Offer Good thru Oct. 1, 1986

••

LARGE ASSORTMENT OF:
•Lamps •

•End Tables
Room Dividers • Pillows

7i...»= ^ 4 ^

r '/

•..v'i' I
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HERE'S HOW TO FIND US TO GET YOURS:
Go South on Broad Street.
Turn Left on Orcutt Road.
Drive 1-1/2 Biocks.
Turn Left on McMiiian Road.
We're on the right past Pacific ice.
3080 McMillan Rd • Mon-Sat 10 a.m.-6 p.m. • 544-5682

SPEGIAE
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THREE GREAT WAYS
TO IMPROVE
TOUR SOCIAL U FE.
A V isa'or M asleiCarcIl
When you open a Security Pacific DiscountBanking ™
account, you can apply for a Visa or MasterCard, with a

special line of credit. Of course, you have to qualify but
you get this credit at a reduced annual percentage rate.

Discount Fun.
<

\

U

Open a DiscountBanking account now and we’ll give
you a coupon book packed with value. You’ll get great
discounts on airline travel—up to $100 off a ticket.
You’ll save up to 50% at fine hotels. You’ll enjoy meals
from the fast to the fabulous up to 50% off. You’ll get
great discounts at Universal Studios, the Queen M ary

& Spruce Goose, Sea World, on wine country tours,
whade watching and more. Save on major college
football. Giants and Ajs baseball, Aztec soccer and
other sporting events. Save on movies, concerts,
shows and the theater. Certain restrictions apply but
the coupons are good th ro u ^ November 1,1987

DiscountBanking.
Be smart. DiscountBanking. It’s free checking if you
use the system as it was designed. And that means
more discretionary money in your pocket for the good
times. Here’s how it works. W*ite 10 or fewer checks
per month. Keep $100 minimum balance. And be
aware that your DiscountBanking account is subject
to standard charges for overdraft, check printing, stop
payment orders and all the heavy stuff. W hat you do is

make unlimited transactions on our 24-hour
ReadyTeller*machines. (You get the ReadyTeller card
the same day you open the account.) Now this saves
you time, and time is money. Just see our New
Accounts Representative for details. But hurry. The
DiscountBanking, Discount Fun offer expires
November 7,1986. And you can only get it at Security
Pacific Bank.

Student
drowns at
Spooners
Cove
By S u sa n H arris
Managing Editor

A junior business administra
tion major drowned Sunday
night at Spooners Cove in Mon
tana De Oro State Park.
Steven C. Robison, 22, was
reported missing at approxi
mately 8:15 p.m. by two friends
who had accompanied him to the
park.
Dave Sears, district superin
tendent for local state parks, said
Robison had been sitting on the
rocks watching the sunset, when
he decided to go swimming.
Sears said his friends didn’t
immediately realize Robison was
missing, but when they did so,
they quickly notified park
rangers. Rangers began the
search at approximately 8:20
p.m. and Robison’s body was
found close to the rocks 20
minutes later.
Deputy Coroner Mike Sheridan
said an autopsy was performed
Monday morning and death was
determined to be caused by
drowning.
Sheridan said that the only in
juries Robison appeared to have
sustained were superficial abra
sions.
He said Robison was reported
ly a good swimmer, but the cove
has strong rip currents.“ It’s an
easy area to get in trouble,’’ he
said.
A c c o r d i n g to S h e r i d a n ,
Robison had drunk about four or
five beers before entering the
water.
Robison was a member of the
Cal Poly Men’s Choir.
He was from San Mateo, Calif,
and is survived by his parents
and a younger brother.

Rentals, Roommates, Cars,
Jobs, Greetings from Your
Friends, and Lots More...

Mustang Daily Classifieds!
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D is c o u n tB a n k in
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I
I

Good for One
Free Class

I

New Students Only

I

For Class Info & Location:
SLO 544-7300

SECURITY RACinC BANK
fIS a rvict mark oiwncd by S«cun(y Pacific CorporMion

'Looking Forward Wilb You it a iradamark of Sacurily Pacific Corporation

® 6acunly Pacific
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Lot Osot/ CAO ^ 4 0
Arroyo Grande
Atascadero
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Summer in San Luis O bispo sees little action
As usual, summer in San Luis
Obispo was slow and relaxing.
And things on campus were
equally quiet. But while some
students
and
adm inistrators
were vacationing, there was a lit
tle activity at Cal Poly and in the
community. For those who were
gone during the summer, and for
those new to San Luis Obispo,
here is an update of some events
that took place during the sum
mer.
□ Cal Poly President Warren
Baker asked the Foundation«
Board of Directors to reconsider
its decision not to divest from
companies doing business in
South Africa. At the recommen
dation of the Foundation board
investment committee, the board
of directors will meet this week
to reassess its policy.
□ Also concerning divestment,
a group of Cal Poly professors
have ordered their textbooks for
fail quarter from Bookland on
Higuera Street instead of El
Corral Bookstore as a way of
protesting
the
Foundation’s
decision not to divest. The Cal
Poly Committee Against Apar
theid initiated the program to
decrease profits at the Founda
tion-owned El Corral. The group
of professors plans to expand its
program and get more professors
to order books off campus if the

pilot is successful during fall
quarter and if the Foundation
still refuses to divest.
□ The Centrepointe student
housing complex on Broad Street
has converted to a senior citizen
housing center called The
Village. Students who had al
ready signed leases at Centre
pointe for fall quarter 1986 were
notified of the change beginning
in late June.
□ Fall quarter fees were reduc
ed $19 to the previous year’s
level of $239 by the California
State
University
Board
of
Trustees. The reduction was
made despite a state-mandated
yearly fee increase. Those stu
dents who had already registered
for fall quarter will be entitled to
refund checks available now.
□ Approximately 300 students
were dismissed from Cal Poly fall
quarter for not having satisfied
th e
Elementary
Level
Mathematics requirement. This
is the first time since the re
quirement was initiated in 1983
that students who have not
either taken the ELM or not
passed it will have a hold placed
on their records.
□ Cal Poly management pro
fessor M. Bill Aussieker pleaded
guilty to four counts of child
molestation and was assigned to
a court-appointed psychologist

who will determine if he is eligi
ble for probation or if he should
serve a jail sentence. Aussieker,
originally charged with eight
counts of lewd and lascivious
conduct with a child under the
age of 14, reversed his earlier
plea of innocence in exchange for
four of the charges being drop
ped. Aussieker was suspended
with pay by the university July
15.
□ Maintenance workers at Cal
Poly marched for an hour in front
of the Administration Building
to make the public aware of what
they view as the inconsistent pay
p r a c t i c e s of t he s y s t e m.
Members of the State Employees
Trade Council in all of the 19
CSU campuses will hold similar
pickets in the next few weeks.
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QUESTION #1.

WHAT IS THE RIGHT O lO ia
FOR MOST COLLEGE STUDEHTS?
a) AT&T— for everyday discounts of 40% to over
50% off w eekday rotes on out-of-state calls.

P ilo tP e a
has somediJiig
even smoother

b) Shortburstsof intense study followed by
hours of frantic partying.

th a n th is.

c) AT&T— for exceptional value and high quality
service.
d) AT&T— for collect, third-party and operatorassisted long distance calls.
e) Any doss that does not conflict w ith‘The Love
Connection’.’

[HLOf

If you picked A, C and D, you’re destined for great things.
Like AT&T Long Distance Service. AT&T offers so many terrific^
values. Like a 40% to over 50% discount off our day rate on night,
evening, and weekend out-of-state calls.
Imagine what you’ll do with the money you could save.
Imagine what your parents would do if they found out
Of course, you can count on AT&T for clear long distance
connections any place you call. And AT&T gives you
immediate credit for wrong numbers.

ROLLING BALL PEN

A feeling . .. beyond smoothness.,

To find out more about why you
should choose AT&T give us a call.

And if you picked B and E, call any
way. You could probably use someone
to talk to.

Piloft new imigham is
smoother and morScomtortabie than
any rolling bali pen you've ever used.

Call toll-free today, at
1 800 222-0300.

A gutsy claim but true. Buy a new Pilot
Brougham and prove it to yourself. Send us
the coupon. proof-of:purchase (a receipt
will do) and $4.95. Check or money order
only. You’ll get a ‘What’s Smoother” tee
shirt (an $11.00 value) and a REE Pilot
Spotliter highlighting marker. A total value of $11.79
for only $4.95. Allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery.
I PUollbtSMrtOnM;

! RaBotSTSO,

Name

I Yds, I want to prove it.

Address

I VIMMtMry,CT06704

I I've enclosed a check
I forS
I for_________ (n o .)
I tee shirt(s) and
free Spotllter(s).

I

AT&T
The right choice.

City _ _

state.

»1906AT&T
.Z ip .

Collage.
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Volleyball team is working to silence the critics
Lady M ustangs making believers
out o f critics, climb in national poll
By T im R o b in so n
Special to the Daily

DARYL SHOPTAUGH/Mustang Daily

Carol Tschasar, left, and Vera Pendergast go up for the block against Long Beach on Saturday.
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SHAKERS PIZZA AND YOUR ASSOCUTED STUDENTS HAVE
TEAMED UP TO BRING YOU THE BEST DEAL Y E T ^

GREAT PIZZA!

GREAT PRICES!

GREAT PAY BACKI
FOR EVERY "GREAT DEAL PIZZA" COUPON YOU USE AT THE
FOLLOWING LOCATIONS. SHAKEY*S WILL REFUND MONEY
TO CAL POLY*S ASSOCIATED STUDENTS TO HELP PAY FOR
PROGRAMS, SERVICES AND SCHOLARSHIPS.
1055 OUVE ST- SAN LUIS OBISPO
1259 GRAND AVE-ARROYO GRANDE
6905 EL CAMMO-ATASCADERO
BE SURE TO G ET YOUR COUPON FLYER
A T THE U.U. INFORMATION DESK.

ENTER CONTEST TO WIN PIZZA A BUNCH OF LUNCHES FOR
ONE YEAR. THIS THURSDAY, 11 AM • NOON M THE U.U. PLAZA

With little or no fanfare,- the
Cal Poly women’s volleyball
team has quietly compiled a 7-2
record, and despite not being
ranked in the pre-season polls,
has now crept up in the rankings
to eighth in the lastest NCAA
polls.
“ We’ve already won a couple of
matches we weren’t supposed to
win. We were picked to finish
seventh in the conference, and
we’ve already beaten Long Beach
State twice and they were picked
to finish in the top five,’’ said
coach Mike Wilton, whose team
will put that ranking on the line
tonight
against
lOth-ranked
Pepperdine.
Pepperdine, who lost two close
matches to Cal Poly last year,
has most of its starters returning
from last year’s squad. And
Wilton expects them to still be a
test for his team.
“ They’re tough. They beat
Texas in three straight games,
and Texas had beaten perennial
powerhouse Stanford twice this
year ... so they’re tough.’’
The Mustangs, despite being
overlooked in the pre-season
polls, have also looked tough by
winning seven of their first nine
matches. It is also no embar
rassment to be picked to finish
seventh in a conference that in
cludes the likes of University of
the Pacific, the defending na
tional champion, Hawaii and San
Diego State.
Pacific, which is ranked se
cond, gave Cal Poly its first loss
of the season on Sept. 17, and it
wasn’t even close. The Mustangs
managed to win the first game of
the match 16-14, but were sound
ly beaten in the second and third
game and lost the final game of
the match 15-11.

“ Basically, we stopped pass
ing. We’re a little team and we
need to pass accurately and well
to run our offense,’’ said Wilton.
“ If we don’t pass well our offense
gets very predictable. In other
words, we lose our options and
against big teams that’s not
good.”

‘We’re a little
team and we need t
to pass accurately
and well to run
our offense,’
— Mike Wilton
Wilton added that both Cal
Poly losses have come at the
hands of the physically bigger
teams. Aside from losing to
Pacific, the Mustangs’ other loss
came to BYU on Sept. 6.
The size of the Mustang squad
is of concern to Wilton and his
staff because many Cal Poly op
ponents will be bigger and more
physical.
Although the Mustangs have
dropped two decisions so far this
season, their seven wins have
made them a pleasant surprise in
the Pacific Coast Athletic Con
ference, and have won praise
from critics.
“ I’m really pleased with the
teams’ attitude ... they’ve been
very competitive, real scrappy
and I’m really pleased by that.”
The Mustangs, who gained
their seventh win at the expense
of PCAA rival Long Beach State,
were lead by Michelle Hansen,
who had 11 kills, and Carol
Tschasar, who had seven. The
Mustangs won easily 15-7, 15-6,
15-10 in front of a home crowd of
approximately 1,200.

Gottschalks
Your Opportunity in Retail
California's Largest Independantly
Owned Department Store
will be on Campus Interviewing

Tuesday, October 14, 1986
for Executive Trainees
Opportunities in Buying, Operations,
Personnel, Finance, Data Processing,
& Fashion Merchandising

Sign-up in Piacement Office for Appt.
Gottschalks strongly recommends all
interested students attend a pre-session
Mon., Oct. 13, 7 p.m.. Staff Dining Room C
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Soccer players show they can play with the best o f them
By J o h n S a m u el B ak er
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Cal Poly’s Paul Hansen, left, goes for the ball against Chico State’s Ben Poiiack.

The Cal Poly men’s soccer
team is off to its best start in re
cent years with a 4-1 pre-season
record after defeating perennial
powerhouse teams such as Stan
ford and Chico State.
“ This is the best team I’ve
played on since I’ve been here,’’
said senior midfielder Jeff Meyer.
“ We’ve got more talent and
depth from the bench than be
fore.”
M e y e r ’s
enthusiasm
is
understandable. Chico, which has
always fielded a strong squad,
fell to Poly on Sept. 1 in
Mustang Stadium, 2-1. Meyer
and Grant Landy each scored
and Dave Shively got the assists.
This was only the second time
the two teams have met, with
Chico having won the first en
counter. In both contests, the
teams played very physical.
After the Chico State game the

Mustangs went on to defeat
Stanford for the first time ever,
4-1. The Mustangs got two goals
from last year’s high scorer, for
ward Dan Campbell.
Cal Poly scored all four goals
in the first half.
“ We just exploded,” said coach
Wolfgang Gartner.
Assistant coach Curtis Apsey
said Landy, a freshman, played
exceptionally well by giving
great passes and showing great
effort.
Poly’s only loss came in muggy
Northern California weather
against UC Davis on Sept. 13.
The Mustangs were in control
for most of the first half, but
after both teams scored within
10 minutes of the second half,
Davis was sparked to life by a
goal headed in by their sweeper
from 12 yards out. Both teams
scored again, but Poly couldn’t
get the tying goal and lost 3-2.
See SOCCER, page 14

SHIRLEY THOMPSON/Mustang Daily

FOCUS YOUR ENERGY
AT VARIAN

Meet the reps from
Texas Instruments, Inc.
Focused energy created this Lichtenberg figure o r electron tree. Generated by Varian's
Clinac 2 5 0 0 * Medical Linear Accelerator, 2.6 x 10“ elearons were released through a focal
point in an acrylic m edium and left this evidence o f th e ir path to the outside w orld.

Varían is an international Fortune
5 0 0 electronics innovator that focuses
creative e n e i^ on finding technological
solutions to diverse real-w orld prob
lems, and delivers these solutions to the
marketplace.
Bring your energy and academic
training into focus at Varían. In one o f
our four operating groups, you might
concentrate on equipment used to form
complex Gallium Arsenide structures,
on continuing advances in microwave
tube technology, on instrumentation for
pollution studies, or on breakthrough
developm ents in ou r m edical linear
accelerator used to fight cancer.

Varian's Cal Poly State University Cam 
pus Manager will discuss professional
opportunities at our slide presentation
on:

Monday, October 13,1986
at 7:00 p.m.
A il are welcome! Please sign up now for
on-campus interviews to
held on:

Tuesday, October 14.
Contact your campus Placement Cen
ter, Heron Hall, for location, and more
inform ation. We are an equal opportu
nity employer.

Representatives from Texas Instruments,
Incorporated will be visiting El Corral Bookstore
to provide information on Texas Instruments
commitment to quality and service.

October 2nd & 3rd
Thursday and FViday
10 am to 4 pm
Additionally, TI will offer an on-the-spot
exchangie at no charge to students who may be
experiencing difficulty with one of the following
models:

TI-30n, TI-3Sn, TI.55II, BA-H, BA-35
(Quantities will be limited).
Be sure to see one o f the TI Representatives
while they are on campus October 2nd and 3rd!
El Corral Computer Store

vanan
Focus y o u r en erg y a t V arían and b rin g y o u r ideas in to focus.
Varbn Corporate College Relations, 611 Hansen Way, F-l 30-NP, Palo Alto, California 94303

ElCorral

Bookstore
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From page 13
“ It’s always this way at
Davis,” said a frustrated Apsey.
The last several meetings be
tween the two teams had spawn
ed similar scores, but Davis
always prevailed by one goal.
Not moping about after their
l oss,
t he t e am went to
Sacramento State the next week
and routed the Hornets 5-1. Dan
Tobias scored two goals and
Campbell, Pat Dwyer, and Quinn
Allen added one apiece.
With the skill his team has
shown thusfar, Gartner
has
good cause to be excited. “ We’ve
got some strong players and we
should do well.” Gartner further
acknowledged the strength of
this year’s team over those in.the
past.
After downing the Hornets of
Sacramento State, the Mustangs
took a little R and R at Lake
Tahoe before making the longest
road trip in their history. They
went to Brigham Young Univer
sity in Provo, Utah.
Even the grueling drive
couldn’t take the wind out of the
Mustangs’ sails as they rolled
over the BYU Cougars 2-0.
Meyer scored in the first half off
an assist by Campbell, and
Campbell scored one of his own
in the second half unassisted.
Tobias said of the match, “ It

99(^ Rental
A n y M o v ie
2 4 H o u r s O n ly
L im it O n e M o v ie p e r
C u s t o m e r p e r V is it
W e d . & T h u r s . O n ly

Expires 10-15-86

Expires 10-15-86

T H E V ID E O S T A T IO N
2161 BROAD STREET
SAN LUIS OBISPO
543-4993
I

X

I

was the biggest field I’ve ever
played on and we were getting
tired of running all over the
place.”
However,
Tobi as
shares
Meyer’s excitement about the
team’s abilities. “ We’re beginn
ing to find out more about each
other and we will play even bet
ter in the upcoming games as
this continues.”
Others seem to think highly of
this year’s team, too, because the
Mustangs are ranked 13th in
Division II. This is the first time
the Mustangs have ever been
ranked in soccer.
The team is expected to con
tinue to do well if everyone stays
healthy. Last year the team was
hurt when playmaker Meyer in
jured his knee and missed almost
all of the season after undergoing
surgery. Now that he is back he
is playing as well if not better
than before, according to Gart
ner.
Cal Poly has received a good
deal of offensive firepower from
Campbell, who leads the team in
goals with five, and from Meyer,
who has scored three. Four
players share the team lead for
assists, with four.
The kickers will play at home
against St. Mary’s on Wednes
day in Mustang Stadium at 7:30
p.m.

COUPON

) ! PHOTO PHANS!
1®%

2

3

wo

0

Bring this coupon to FLEET FOTO
and get 10% Off your photo finishing
or anything else in our store!

*

;

1Laguna
I
L

‘W D D ST O C K ’S
^ IZ Z A ^ A R L O R ^

1015 Court St. SLO
(across from O sos St. Subs)

541-4420
$1.00
S'

WOODSTOCKS PIZZA'
'

.

541-4420
(one coupon per pizza)

Village Center

543"6491

Corner of Los Osos Valley Rd. & Madonna Rd.
.

lm \n

Best Sounding
Music
In Town

I - ii

.C O U P O N

lrl@ fi(aiì© lììì© ©

David W. Ralston, MD & Rosemary T.
Donnell, RN, ANP in conjunction with Bristol
Myers are conducting a tension headache,
pain relief research project. If you have had
4 to 10 tension headaches per month for the
last year and are not allergic to aspirin, caf
feine or acetaminophen (Tylenol), you may
be eligible to participate. You will be re
quired to treat 4 headaches according to the
research protocol and complete a brief form
in conjunction with each headache treated.
The three office visits necessary to explain
and evaluate the forms are at NO CO ST
to you. When you complete your part of the
study, you will be given a $50 honorarium.
Stop by. 1941 Johnson; Suite 203 between
8:00 & 5:00; M-F to see if you qualify and to
arrange your first appointment.
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SCOREBOARD
Football

Cal Poly vs. Long Beach State

Player Statistics
Player

WFC Standings
Overall Records

NCAA Volleyball Poll
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Team

San Diego State (160)
San Jose State (152)
Texas (139)
UCLA (137)
BYU (126)
UC Santa Barbara (123)
Illinois (105)
CAL POLY SLO (103)
Pacific (92)
Stanford (89)
Hawaii (73)
Arizona State (72)
Nebraska (63)
Colorado State (55)
Georgia (54)
Pepperdine(34)
Cal State Long Beach (30)
LSU(25)
Northwestern (24)
Texas Tech (15)

W

Cal Lutheran................... 2
Northridge....................... 2
Southern Utah................. 3
Cal Poly S LO ....................1
Santa C la ra ......................1
Sacramento..................... 0
Portland State.................0

L

T

Pet.

0 0 1.000
0 0 1.000
1 0 .775
1 0 .500
1 0 .500
1 1 .250
2 0 .000

G

A

P

Dan Cam pbell.............. ........ 5
Dan Tobias................................ 3
Jeff M e y e r.................... ........... 3
Quinn A lle n .................... .......... 2
GrantLandy.................... ..........1
Patrick D w y e r................ ...........1
David Shively.................. ..........0
Paul H a n s en .................. ........ 0
Jeff Reisdorf.................. ..........0

1
2
1
1
2
1
2
2
1

11
8
7
5
4
3
2
2
1

Player Statistics
Kills

Player

Carol Tschasar............................ ................ 7
Vera Pendergast.......................... ................ 6
Claudia Hemmersbach.............. ................ 1
Erin D eiters.................................. ................ 4
Theresa Smith............................... ................ 7
Michelle Hansen........................... .............. 11
Susan Casey................................. ................ 0
Johnson ....................................... ................ 0

Pet.

Ast

.22
.20
.33
.13
.23
.30
.00
.00

0/3
3/8
23/71
0/1
1/2
1/3
1/1
0/2

Pet.

Aces Digs BIks

.000
.375
.324
.000
.500
.333
1.000
.000

1
0
3
2
1
1
0
0

6
8
9
5
10
7
4
1

6
1
3
4
3
3
0
0

Women’s volleyball
Men’s Soccer

PCAA Standings
Overall Recorr^

CCAA Standings
Overall Records

Team

Team

1
2
2
2
1
6

Pet.
1.000
1.000
1.000
.875
.833
.778
.429
.429
.400
.375

1 TURBO

papers, resumes, reports,
m anuscripts & dissertations
Patricia Estrada, E ditor

POW ER

WITH THE MONARCH XT TURBO COMPUTER

Editing Everything
Under the Sun

You’ve seen them on Campus . . . .
Now you can own one for only
■

DearSKICLUBERS
New and old, welcome to opening day of
the 1986-87 ski season. Looking forward
to a snowonderful time.
Sincerely, Ski club staff
P.S. First mtng Oct 1...Look out!
SO YOU LIKE YOUR ROOMMATE?
Bring them with you to the CP CREW
CLUB Info meeting Thurs 9-25 at 11am in
UU204or7:30pm; AE123.

Abortion Alternative
Loving Couple wishes to adopt
newborn. Ex
penses to be discussed.
Please call 995-1168 collect.

ALICE IN
WONDERLAND

The Ballet
8 pm Saturday, 2 pm Sunday
_
_ Cal Poly ThMtra

Available now a t
The El Corral Bookstore
in the University Union Building

MONARCHXTTURBOf\AOK.?O.CA'uot[opp'/
disk drives. Hi-resolution Monochrome monitor,
monographies interface with parallel port

$10 pub. $6 child
Civic Ballet of SLO
Call 546-1421 for tickets

E Ô W S K ÎÉ Y
with Special Guest

SPECIAL ENDS SUNDAY, SEPT. 28

“

THE SERIOUS. THE DEDICATED.
THE PROGRAMS

THE FACILITIES

*3 progresive levels of '
aerobic exercise classes |
* Personalized programs tosuit every body type at
no extra charge

•Total 8000 sq. ft. facility

r? "

•New non-impact aerobic
classes
*6 varieties of aerobic
formats to challenge
all fitness levels
•Staff of 15 trained
instructors to help
answer all your questions!

Tickets on sale now!
Friday, October 10th, 8 pm, Cal Poly Main
Gym. Students adv. $11.50

FOR

•2000 sq. ft. aerobic room
with wood base floor to
protect against injuries
•Ladies and men’s locker
and shower facilities
•Nautilus, World Class,
Universal Equipment
along with plenty of
“Free Weight”
•New Broton Hack Squat
Smith maching and more
•Computerized Lifecycle
Bikes (Minimal fee)
•AM/PM childcare available

1

AUDITIONS
FOR
THE APPLE TREE

A Music

happy birthday.
PROFESSORS EXAM FILES for
Engineering, Chemistry, Physics,
EIT, Calculus. At El Corral Bookstore.

* ‘ ARTISTS!!
S.L.O. Motorsports Gallery needs
automotive art... NOW!!
If you draw,
paint, etc. autos or related mechanical
devices... Call 549-8433 to consign them!

TUTORING
CHEM ST AT MATH 10 hr/$55
Call Allen at 543-3459

A-1 S e c re ta ria l Service Papers,
Resumes,Senior Projects,Word Processing-CLASSIFIED COMPUTER 756 Santa
Rosa SLO 543^321.
PROFESSIONAL TYPISTS PRODUCING
QUALITY RESUMES, MANUSCRIPTS,
AND COPIES.
THE IMPRESSION
541-3090.

WANT TO GET INVOLVED IN THE MUSIC
INDUSTRY?
THEN ASI CONCERTS
NEEDS YOU! MEETINGS ARE THURS
DAY NIGHTS, 6:00 pm,. UU rm 220.
Everyone is welcome!

Customer Service No exp. nec. will train!
Flex. hrs. Call Kathy for int.appt. and info
541-0961.

California Republican Convention Sept
26-28 Los Angeies Marriott. We have
rooms $10 per night. FRESHMEN EN
COURAGED TO ATTEND. For details call
Frankie 544-4250. Cal Poly College
Republicans.

TRUCK DRIVER Local deliveries for
building materials yard. Minimum age 21.
Must have Truck experience and good
driving record. Class 1 license not re
quired call weekdays 8am-11am 544-1343.

Intr Fratrnity CouncI
Rush Forum
COME MEET THE FRATERNITIES
TUES. SEPTEMBER 23 7:30 PM
Chumash Auditorium
Rush Cards will be on sale

MAKE A DIFFERENCE
The ASI President is looking for students
to appoint to a host of University Com
mittees. Please see Linda Lee in the ASI
Student offices.
MYTHS about the CATHOLIC CHURCH
What really is
the CATHOLIC CHURCH
Enquire Sept. 24,7:15pm
OLD MISSION RESOURCE CENTER
941 CHORRO-544-3019.
TEXTBOOK ALTERNATIVE
POLY PHASE BOOK EXCHANGE
SALES M-F First wk of qtr.
Located in MUSTANG LOUNGE
POLY PHASE RESULTS
MORE BOOKS FOR YOUR BUCKS
MORE BUCKS FOR YOUR BOOKS

cm
541-5180

Theresa velcamp

Room 212 MUSIC Bldg.
EVERYONE INVITED!
Call 546-2030 FOR INFO

Cal Poly Theatre

3546 S. HIguera SLO

wishes

milTEMI

TONITEATF“
MALONEYS GYM and FITNESS CENTER

QUIT WASTING RENT MONEY!
Call for a list of affordable SLO homes.
Kent Marzia, C/P, 544-5777 or 544-1676
after 4 pm

CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST
Tues. Celebration!: 7:30pm
in Sci E26(behind sandwich
plant) ALL WELCOME.

COMPLETE

Includes

editing at w arp speed
"m a c '-c a p a b le

L

UCSB.....................................9 0
San Diego State..................18 0
San Jose S tate................... 7 0
P ac ific ..................................7 1
H a w a ii..................................5 1
Cal P o ly .............................. 7 2
Fullerton............................ 6 8
Fresno................................ 3 4
Long Beach........................ 2 3
Irvine............................... 6 10

W L

Cal P o ly ....................................... 4
Chapman..................................... 4
Dominguez H ills ......................... 3
Northridge................................... 3
Pomona....................................... 4
Bakersfield................................... 2

W

AMA MEETING
1st meeting of the quarter
Tuesday 11&12 Arch 225....
Come see what we are all about.

SWIATKOWSKI
Progrem: Brehme, Llezt,
Chopin A Beethoven
Tickets at U.U. A Theatre

$10-$500 weekly/up mailing circulars!
Rush self-addressed, stamped envelope:
A-1, 11020 Ventura, Suite 268 Dep BA,
Studio City. CA 91604.

FOR SALE: Nagel Print *7
Framed w/ glass $300 ObO
Call: 543-1058 ask for Ken.
Like new HP82162A Printer-Plotter for
HP41,71. $245 ObO. $418 in El Corral). Call
John, 544-7407,8-5.
SURFBOARD-Natural Progression
6’4” Great condition 6mo.old
Airbrush shark $250 543-6731.

For sale: Tomos Golden Bullet
moped. Six months old, 1600mi
Two speed, oil injection
$400 or best offer. 543^731.
2 Honda Express Scooters Low miles like
^ e w 295 & 325 995-1417.

Is It True You Can Buy Jeeps for $44
through the U.S. government? Get the
facts today! Call 1-312-742-1142 ext. 8545.
1970 Volkswagen Convertible
Red Black Very Sharpe All
new great car, great
investment 5 4 9 ^ 3 3
76 TOYOTA COROLLA,A/C,AM/FM/Cass.
5sp,runs great.$1200 or BO
Call eves 489-6493.
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WOW
From page 1

rotation they move to the next.
The goal is to get through the
tasks as quickly as possible. In
the end the times are tallied and
a winning group is announced to
a mass of hopeful ears.
Throughout the course, cadets
wade in the three feet of water,

give encouragement, and ensure
safety in the midst of the
screams and chants of WOWies.
Other cadets patrol on the catwalks above, checking for safety
and yelling out times.
Participation in the leadership
reaction course, which became
fused into the WOW itinerary in

1984, has been snowballing
because of word of mouth, said
Dreyer. This year some groups
have come back twice.
Thursday, a young man dress
ed in dark slacks, a white dress
shirt and a tie quietly ascended
the catwalk steps and proudly
looked down at the sprawling.

Choose betw een P la te A, P late B,
Combo P la te or an y d in n er en tree
served over steam ed rice!
973 F oothill #5
N ext to B u rg er K ing

and LoDallon In Pi^mo
246 P o n ^ ro y

FR EE D E I jp :R Y
on orders oTSoTSO
or m ore.

773^5044

(expires: 10/15/86)

V llX A fiE

Closest, Least Expensive
Cal Poly Housing
Still Available!
1^

Furnished 2-bedroom
townhouse apartments with new carpet,
linoleum & paint from $178.50/person
1 year old private furnished studios
in a quiet scenic creekside setting only $350
1 year old furnished luxury flats
Five modem laundry facilities
Private Park & BBQ are unique to Mustang Village
Year-round heated pool
Recreation & meeting rooms
All reserved parking
Night security

50 Yards from Campus!
One Mustang Dr.
San Luis Obispo

Open 7 days a week
8:00 a.m.-6:30 p.m.

screaming bodies below. He was
warmly greeted by the cadets
and officers who passed by.
Three years ago he was one of
the men in khaki suits who
patrolled the catwalks of the
course, making sure of the
WOWies’ safety. With a modest
smile he introduced himself. His
name is Adam Sullivan, the
mast er mi nd behind getting
WOW involved in the leadership
course. A graduate of Cal Poly,
Sullivan got the idea in 1984
when he was on reserve as a stu
dent. He was training to be a
WOW counselor, and found that
activities dealing with teamwork
were the most fun.
Sullivan said he thought the
leadership course would be a
good tool for coordinating
teamwork. He said the program
goes well because most WOWies
have a natural aptitude for
engineering and problem solving.
Sullivan said he received en
couragement from his officers —
a far cry from the red tape and
negativism one must plow
through to achieve something at
Cal Poly, he said.
After a few more minutes
spent admiring the activity and
after taking a couple more pats
on the back, Sullivan descended
the steps and slipped back into
the civilian world as quietly as he
had come.
Cadet Dave Caporicci, one of
the coordinators of the leader
ship reaction course, said, “ 1
think the cadets have more fun
than the people going through
it.” Caporicci is a junior land
scape architecture major at Cal
Poly.
Cadets and WOWies seem to
enjoy each other. Caporicci said
cadets have been known to strike
bets with WOWies involving
payoffs such as underwater
push-ups if a task isn’t com
pleted in the allotted time.
The leadership course is good
public relations for Cal Poly
ROTC. Caporicci admitted that
they give their ROTC plug to

WOWies, but they don’t press
anyone to join.
Caporicci said it’s important to
himself and to other cadets that
students don’t get impressions of
ROTC as strict military. Most
ROTC cadets want to be seen as
human, which is reflected by
comradery between WOWies and
cadets and harsh military yells
followed by teasing smiles.
At the end of the course, which
lasted about an hour, the WOW
groups, about six of them con
sisting of about 90 people,
gathered for the announcement
of the winning team.
‘‘And the winner is ...” yelled a
cadet through the bullhorn. As
he placed his open hand aside his
ear a roar of WOWies screaming
their group numbers erupted
from the crowd. The roar died,
and cheers of jubilation rose from
Group 31, as they were announc
ed the winners.
WOWies’ responses to the
leadership reaction course were
varied, but all positive.
‘‘I thought it was going to be
like jumping through tires,” said
computer science freshman Lin
coln Heacock of Group 43. ‘‘I
didn’t know what to expect ... I
think it’s neat that they (ROTC)
are willing to spend their time
when they could be doing some
thing better.”
Other responses were as crazy
and off-the-wall as WOW itself.
‘‘We had a good time,” said
Greg Fiveash from Group 36, a
graphic communication junior.
‘‘It’ll be a lot easier to sneak beer
into parties.”
Casey Clyde Gretlein summed
up the overall feeling of the
leadership course: ‘‘We were all
over that noise.”
Although each group will be
the first to admit that their
group is the best ever, everyone
left Camp San Luis Obispo as
winners — with enthusiasm,
friendship, and group pride. Each
face had a smile on it.

EXPERIENCE
THE
THRILL
^

OF FLYING

Be an Air Force navigator.
Using highly sophisticated equipment, you’ll be
responsible for directing your aircraft to its desti
nation with pinpoint accuracy. Y o u ’ll have to be
alert to all aspects of flying and have a compre
hensive understanding of your aircraft and capa
bilities.
Our navigators are the best in the world. They
train in the finest facilities.
Just what kind of people are we looking for?
W e’re seeking capable young men and women
who can rise to meet a challenge. We need people
who are leaders and decision makers. W e’re
looking for people who can remain calm under
pressure and make accurate split-second judge
ments.
If this describes you, contact your nearest Air
Force recruiter. Ask about the challenging and
rewarding future you’ll have as an Air Force
navigator.
We have the experience you’re looking for.
Contact your Air Force recruiter today.

CONTACT:
TSgt. Sh«rrlll Hodges
805/543-0700

A g re a t w a y o f Me

